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First order matter perturbations
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First order matter perturbations

   

(matter only)
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First order matter perturbations

   

(matter only)

(matter +    )

more damping because H is higher in the past!
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First order matter perturbations

   

(matter only)

(matter +    )

In more sophisticated models, we have additional source     and damping

more damping because H is higher in the past!

● Solution numerically in general
●     and     can depend on time (and Fourier scale)
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

   

LSSSNIa, CMB, ...
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

   

LSSSNIa, CMB, ...

[Peebles 1980]

growth index
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

   

growth index

Improvement 
factor: ~10
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(a function)

Ansatz :
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

   

growth index

Improvement 
factor: ~10

Euclid + Planck

pr
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(a function)
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Current growth data (from redshift-space distortions)
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Data analysis technique

Background parameters
(except for     )

Perturbation parameters

Growth data

Theory
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Current observations

Planck
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Current observations

Planck

same-growth-as-           -line
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Current observations

WMAP9
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Current observations

WMAP9

  current growth data mildly 
favors weaker gravity 
   current growth data mildly
favors smaller 
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Remapping growth indexes into the fiducial background

● Example: wCDM model:

Fiducial model parameters

Effective growth indexes

 Growth indexes:
Model parameters

● Errors are of order 0.3% for Euclid and 3% for current data (and the most 
extreme models)

z in [0,2]
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Current observations

Planck

Remapping growth indexes into
 the fiducial background
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Current observations

Planck

Remapping growth indexes into
 the fiducial background

  set constraints on model
parameters: w >-1.5 95% c.l.
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Current observations

Planck
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Current observations

Planck
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Current observations

Planck
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Current observations

Planck

set constraints on model
parameters: 
  w (sDE) > - 1.5 at 95% c.l.
  w (cDE) < - 0.9 at 95% c.l.
           < 0.38 at 95% c.l.
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Current observations

Planck

set constraints on model
parameters: 
  w (sDE) > - 1.5 at 95% c.l.
  w (cDE) < - 0.9 at 95% c.l.
           < 0.38 at 95% c.l.

EUCLID
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EUCLID

PREVIEW

  deviations of 1% from w=-1
are detectable at 95% c.l.
  distinguish clustering from
smooth DE.

Assume 
w=-1.01 ...

[Euclid Red Book]
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EUCLID

PREVIEW

Parametrized 
Post-Friedmann 

formalism

Slip parameter
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EUCLID

PREVIEW

  deviations of 2.5% between 
the Newton and curvature 

✔ potentials are seen at 95% c.l.

Parametrized 
Post-Friedmann 

formalism

Slip parameter
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● Mild tension between Planck and LSS measurements in SM.

● We present an analytical parametrization for the growth index that is

a) observer friendly (few coefficients needed)

b) theorist friendly (links observational results to specific models)

c) precise (<1%)

● Shortcomings :

- scale dependent MG models are difficult to integrate → future work

● We introduce a background model independent way to analyse growth data and 
many models at the same time.

● It would be good to have k-binned LSS data

Conclusions

Details :      H. Steigerwald, J. Bel, C. Marinoni, (2014) [arXiv:1403:0898]   (accepted by JCAP)
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

● We need a parametrization for the growth rate satisfying

– high precision (<1% of error)

– observer friendly (few parameters to fit)

– theorist friendly (parameters must be easily related to theories)

– flexible (covering a maximum of models!)

● For ΛCDM [Peebles 1980]

growth index
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How to parametrize the growth rate   ?

● We need a parametrization for the growth rate satisfying

– high precision (<1% of error)

– observer friendly (few parameters to fit)

– theorist friendly (parameters must be easily related to theories)

– flexible (covering a maximum of models!)

● For ΛCDM [Peebles 1980]

growth index
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Connection theory-observation

● All coefficients are analytically predicted
● Higher orders decrease rapidely
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to EFT

Outline
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to Effective Field Theory

Outline
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to Effective Field Theory

Outline
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The universe is currently accelerating [Perlmutter et al.,Planck13]

68.3%

26.8%

4.9%

baryonic matter

dark matter

dark energy

● = Lambda ?
● = quintessence ?
● = quintessence without soundspeed ?

26.8%

4.9%

Standard Gravity

● = brane world ?
● = f(R), … ?
● = EFT ?

Non-Standard Gravity
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The universe is currently accelerating [Perlmutter et al.,Planck13]

● The universe is dominated today by a hidden form of energy, 
dubbed Dark Energy.

●  OR . . .   Einsteins fields equations break down at very large 
cosmological scales

● Measurements of background not enough to determine the source 
of acceleration  perturbations

modified gravity
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The universe is currently accelerating [Perlmutter et al.,Planck13]

growth of structures
Image: MPE/V.Springel.

● The universe is dominated today by a hidden form of energy, 
dubbed Dark Energy.

●  OR . . .   Einsteins fields equations break down at very large 
cosmological scales

● Measurements of background not enough to determine the source 
of acceleration  

t=0.9       t=3.2        t=13.7 Gyr

 f = 1         f = 0.99          f = 0.5

Can the linear growth of structures 
disentangle these hypotheses?

growth rate

perturbations
Simulation of Dark Matter clustering

modified gravity
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?
Smooth

Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?
Smooth

Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?

Improvement 
factor: ~10

Smooth
Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?

[Sefusatti & Vernizzi 11]

Clustering
Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?

[Sefusatti & Vernizzi 11]

Clustering
Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?

[Sefusatti & Vernizzi 11]

Improvement 
factor: ~2

Clustering
Quintessence
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?
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Precision

● What is the precision of the approximation?

No 
improvement

Euclid + Planck

But... current 
constraints

 are enough!
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to Effective Field Theory

Outline
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to Effective Field Theory

Outline
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EUCLID

Background parameters

Perturbation parameters

Simulated data

Theory
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EUCLID

PREVIEW

Smooth
Quintessence

Fiducial model: 
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EUCLID

PREVIEW

FoM increase

~ 550  

Smooth
Quintessence

Fiducial model: 
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A solution? Growth index as Taylor developpement 

Ansatz : 
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A solution? Growth index as Taylor developpement 

Ansatz : 
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A solution? Growth index as Taylor developpement 

Ansatz : 

Exemple: wCDM
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A solution? Growth index as Taylor developpement 

Ansatz : 

A general recursion formula for higher order coefficients (n>0): 

Exemple: wCDM
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● The problem: how to parametrize the growth index?

● Test of our formalism

● Prospects with Euclid-like surveys

● Application to Effective Field Theory

Outline
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action (in unitary gauge):The action (in unitary gauge):
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action (in unitary gauge):

● time coordinate t is proportional to the scalar field       (unitary 
gauge)

● can reproduce Hordeski / generalized Galileon theories

The action (in unitary gauge):
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action (in unitary gauge):

● time coordinate t is proportional to the scalar field       (unitary 
gauge)

● can reproduce Hordeski / generalized Galileon theories

● matter fields are minimally coupled to the metric         (Jordan 
frame)

● neat separation between the background evolution (              )     
and the perturbation terms (                 ) 

The action (in unitary gauge):
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action :
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action:
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The Effective Field Theory of dark energy [Arkani-Hamed et. al. 04]

The action:
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The background equations

Define a Dark Energy      with eos   

Modified Friedmann equations

Matter is scaling as 

Conservation equation for the dark energy:
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The perturbation equations

with effective Newton constant

and

solar system tests: BBN constraints:
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Fiducial background model

Define an effective dark energy component (minimally coupled)

then, matter density is scaling as in a minimally couple DE model

and is related to the physical background evolution by
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Dimensionless couplings and parametrization

● In the fiducial background

● We factor out                  in the couplings

● Parametrize dimensionless functions:           

and                    constants.
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Viable theories...

Reintroduce the scalar field's degree of freedom     in the action

(gradient-stability condition)

(no-ghost condition)
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Brans-Dicke sector

Reintroduce the scalar field's degree of freedom     in the action

(no-ghost condition)
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Brans-Dicke sector 
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Brans-Dicke sector 
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Brans-Dicke sector 
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Brans-Dicke sector 
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Brans-Dicke sector 
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● We present an analytical parametrization for the growth index that is

a) observer friendly (few coefficients needed)

b) theorist friendly (links observational results to specific models)

c) precise

Conclusions
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Current measurements
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Current measurements
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The coefficients mu and nu
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Current growth data (from redshift-space distortions)

rms density contrast in 8 h-1 Mpc model independant combination 


